
Top Safety tips for Older YouTube users

1. Privacy settings

YouTube/Google offers numerous options to limit interactions and secure your channel and account. Use 
them.

The Google account Dashboard offers means to secure your personal information’s, security, controlling 
people and sharing, location settings, data sharing etc.

Take the time to work through all these options.



2. Use strong passwords and two factor identifications to access your account.

Access to these features are also located in your Google account dashboard under security.
Passwords should contain a mix of uppercase, symbols, numbers and lower- case letters. Never share these 
with any online or real-life friends.

3. To avoid having your preferences tracked and not get personalised ads  - you may turn this off.

Controls for this feature are located in your Google Account Management dashboard, located under data 
and personalisation.

4. Delete your history ( parents take note)

Parents should be advised this is easily done in the YouTube control dashboard that appears on the left of 
the screen. If a teens search history is continually blank, it may be time to start a conversation about the 
content being viewed by your teen.

5. Limit the personal information you share about yourself online. 

This applies to account names, identifying images, and revealing personal details in comments sections. 

6. Know how to report and block

This feature is located under the offending clip. On the right, at the bottom of the clip the … icon will take 
you to the report feature.

Running your own YouTube channel safety tips

Some teens will have personal YouTube accounts.

The Google support link contains a number of tips that are recommended reading and the Google help dashboard 
is a excellent resource to navigate through establishing a secure channel.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9563682?hl=en



Other important things to consider are:

1. Control the privacy of your own videos

Do not use your real name, or share any real-life details.

Most of the security and privacy controls are accessed through your Google account. Use them.

Limit your location, limit those who may share your content and take all the necessary security steps to 
protect yourself as you familiarise yourself with running a new channel.

2. Watch your backgrounds

When filming always be aware of what information is available behind you. Things such as such as number 
pates, street addresses and names, school names and personal awards can give away much about you. 
Review clips for identifying information prior to uploading your content.

3. Control your subscribers

Make your channel available only to subscribers.

Unlisted, and Private videos cannot be viewed unless you share the URL with them.



4. Switch off the comments

If your channel or a particular clip is publicly viewable, you may wish to switch off the comments.
This section of Google Help will assist you navigating a number of account controls.
 
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9482556?hl=en

5. Block accounts.

Some comments can. Be repeatedly negative, or simply not what you want in your feed. You may block a 
single account using multiple Google based locations to harass you.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9482361?hl=en&ref_topic=9257890

6. Talk to your parents.

Establishing a line of communication with a parent, carer or a trusted adult about your intentions re 
a YouTube channel is a good idea if anything goes wrong. Consider involving them in the set up, and 
showing them the security steps, you are taking when they express concerns. Educate them.

It will be easier to converse later, if they are aware of your activities ; should you experience any trolling , 
cyber abuse or sharing of your content in ways you do not like.
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